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CHARACTERS 
Mieu Mieu-17, likes designing her own clothes, kinda grounded, thinks 

Anastasia is the best thing that happened to the world. 

 

Anastasia- 17, Queen BEE, you wish you could date, she likes talking 

about herself and has good hair, bffs with Mieu Mieu. 

 

Una- 17, falling out of favor with Mieu Mieu and Anastasia, likes 

hooking up with guys, slightly weird, has had mono for a year, artsy 

friendly. 

 

 
 

 

 

     SETTING 

Mieu Mieu’s parents house. 

 

 

     TIME 

Late late at night on a Sunday 
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(We are at Mieu Mieu’s parent’s house.  It is humongous and high 

class.  The three girls sit on a couch playing a video game.  It is 

crazyyy late at night.) 

 

      UNA 

Wait, rrrg, that flying tree stump like hit Ethel the wench, in the 

head!  That’s bad!  Wait why is she seizing, is she ok? 

 

      MIEU MIEU 

She’ll be fine, god calm down Una. Oo Anastasia wanna take our 

princesses, Princess Constance and Princess Grace to the magic 

sparkle sparkle chocolate princess sauna, you need two princesses 

to activate it so… 

 

ANASTASIA 

Uhhh duhh!  Fuck that’s like the most beauitfulest good looking 

fucking idea that ever happened to a person of the female gender. 

 

      MIEU MIEU 

Stop it! 

 

      ANASTASIA 

No you stop it! 

 

      UNA 

Ugh, how do I make Ethel the wench into a princess?  Being a wench 

sucks, all these flies keep swarming around her. 

 

      ANASTASIA 

I think you have to like defeat like two hundred and sixty seven 

more marzipan dragons, whatevs, it’s not that hard. 

   

      UNA 

Sounds fricking impossible ughh, um Anastasia, how much longer you 

think we’ll play?  It’s almost like ummm four in the morning and we 

have like school tomorrow and like for my mono, I am supposed to 

get at least 11 hours of sleep per night. 

 

      ANASTASIA 

Una, Sleeping is so luh-HAME!  Only fat people/boring people sleep. 

 

      MIEU MIEU 

That’s really deep Anastasia, can I sew that on a sweater? 

 

      ANASTASIA  

Uhh DUH, Course you can Mieu Mieu.  God, you’re so creative. 
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      UNA 

Ok um, but I might um go upstairs and go to sleep soon, just like 

for my mono and stuff, like I wanna get better within the next 

three years!  

 

      ANASTASIA 

God, why would you wanna sleep?  This video game rocks! ‘Flying 

Tree Stump 3:Watch yo back hot girl of royal descent” is like the 

best thing evaa.  Like I’m so happy Mieu Mieu,that your brother 

Preston went to juvie, cause like his video games rule. 

 

      MEIU MIEU 

He’s gunna be like LEGIT GONE for like 5 years so score! 

 

      UNA 

That’s a lottta time. 

 

      MIEU MIEU 

Oh yeahhhh! 

 

      UNA 

Do you um write him letters? 

 

      ANASTASIA 

Why would you ASK her that, Una? 

 

      UNA 

I dunno, you brought it up.  I’m sorry. 

 

      MIEU MIEU 

I don’t wanna talk about him anymore. 

 

      ANASTASIA 

And you don’t have to.  Oooo now the princes sparkle chocolate 

sauna is all activated, wow I didn’t know it produced chocolate 

bubbles too. 

 

      UNA 

You think um Ethel the wench could um get in the sauna too?  Cause 

her head injuries seem pretty serious and saunas are really good 

for relaxing the body and soul. 

 

      ANASTASIA 

I’m sorry Una, Princess Constance and Princess Grace are the only 

ones in the sauna right now.  There can only be two, if there’s a 

third, the sauna combusts into chocolate fire. 

 

      UNA 
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Oh that sounds dangerous.  Wait, WHY is Ethel the wench eating the 

sauna?  No, whatevss, Tis cool, she stopped, I’ll just um continue 

to the castle to get the prince.  God why is it so dark everywhere, 

I can’t see anything? 

 

      MIEU MIEU 

It’s um night time…  Most video game narratives take place at night 

cause like shit just gets scarier and stuff then, everyone knows 

that. 

 

      UNA 

Oh. 

  (UNA starts coughing.) 

 

      MIEU MIEU 

Ew stop coughing, Haha remember that weird poem you wrote called 

“French Fries taste worse with too much salt, which is unexpected”. 

 

      UNA 

Yeah, that’s one of ma faves!  You know that won a high school 

writing contest sponsored by Whole Foods and- 

 

      ANASTASIA 

Una, I don’t want to know the end of your sentence, that poem 

sucks.  There’s something we need to like talk about as friends.  

Let’s have a friend talk.  Ok so just to put it out there, at our 

school, Beverly Hills Sexy Girl High school like who your friends 

are like matter and shit. 

 

      MIEU MIEU 

Yeah, like there are lots of celebrities cousins that go there. 

 

      ANASTASIA 

Listen Una, let’s get to da point, we don’t wanna be friends with 

you cause ya SUCK!   

 

      MIEU MIEU 

Yaaaaaa sorrryyy. 

 

      ANASTASIA 

Like I want to be an amateur porn star within the next few years, 

and you really need to chill wit the right people to do that.   

 

      UNA 

Ummm this is really random. 

 

      ANASTASIA 

Hmm I don’t think so.  You’ve had fucking mono for like more than a 

year. 
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      UNA 

But that’s not my fault!  Preston told me he didn’t have it and he 

fricking gave me 4 free cans of cherry four loco.  And Four loco is 

the fucking best thing that ever existed for women, its energy 

drink and alcohol, and like they don’t even fricking have it with 

alcohol anymore, like these were ones from the early 2000s. 

 

      MIEU MIEU 

Wait, Preston gave you mono?  Why were you making out with my 

convict brother, convict brothers are off limits! 

 

      ANASTASIA 

HOLD THE FUCK HOLD THE FUCK, this is getting out of hand!  Why are 

you even friends with us, you have a lack of morality! 

 

      UNA 

God, I don’t know why this is happening to me, I think I’m gunna be 

sick! 

 

  (UNA goes behind the couch and tries to vom.) 

 

      UNA 

ugh I’m sorry I made out with your brother Mieu Mieu, but like if 

you think of it another way, I got kinda punished for it.  cause 

there are no meds for mono, it just goes away when it wants, so I 

do suffer.  (Ok I’m not going to throw up, nothing’s happening.) 

 

      ANASTASIA 

That’s actually relly sweet Una.   

   

      MIEU MIEU 

Ok, I agree, that was a moving speech like potentially award 

winning, like I’d post it on youtube while drunk.    

 

      ANASTASIA 

Samesies.  Ok how about this, you like keep playing video games 

with us or else you go back to your place and never talk to us 

again EVER. But fair warning, Mieu Mieu and I are gunna play the 

rest of the night, like we’re not gunna sleep. 

 

      UNA 

Wait, really? 

 
      MIEU MIEU 

Yaaaa.   

 

      UNA 
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I’m um not sure whether my body can handle it….but um sure!  I’ll 

keep PLAYING! 

 

      ANASTASIA/MIEU MIEU 

Hot!! 

 

      UNA 

You know what’s cool, like I think a lot, you know so sorry if I’m 

talking too much but I just have a lot of thoughts, so like 

tomorrow is a new day and tonight is fucking dark and it’s more 

like tomorrow and I fucking hate you guys, I do, but like tomorrow 

I think we’ll be best friends and like we’ll all become normal and 

shit and nicer and everything will be pretty and bright and shit 

and yeah,  wait ew what?  Ethel the wench just started eating a 

tree!  Wait, but WHATTT, it says by eating the secret magical tree 

I got 7000 bonus points, wait what’s happening?  I think her dress 

of grass is becoming a green princess dress made of dreams!  

Ethel’s a PRINCESS!  I’m a FUCKING PRINCESS! 

 

END! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


